
1 Imprinting Konrad Lorenz imprinting

Most animals that are precocial - that is, whose young are able to be up and moving on their own shortly after 

birth - have evolved a special kind of learning known as imprinting. The term was coined by the behaviorist Konrad 

Lorenz, who conducted some now famous experiments in which goslings and other precocial birds that he had 

hand-reared bonded to him in precisely the way normally reared goslings bond to their mothers. The goslings readily 

followed him, and would continue to do so even after seeing real geese. Lorenz found that in fact goslings will bond to the 

first moving object they see upon hatching. Such bonding only occurs during a relatively brief period,  however, when 

the young seem to to accept imprinting. 

The adaptive value of this form of learning would seem to be especially important in precocial species precisely 

because newborns have the time to learn who their mother is through the normal channels of associative learning. 

Animals that stay in the nest for some time after birth appear to form bonds with their parents gradually over the course 

of days and weeks, learning by simple association. But in animals that may need to move suddenly (to flee from predators, 

for example), the danger of being left behind or of not identifying  parents correctly is too great for such learning 

to be left to normalchannels. 

Foals readily imprint on their mothers within the first few days of birth; foals hand-reared by humans will 

readily imprint on them. Imprinting involves more than simply learning who to follow. Recent research suggests 

that foals may also be imprinted with food preferences during their first few weeks. Foals show a sudden onset of 

behavior at about six weeks. Up until about three weeks of age,  t h e y  engage in a sort of play or 

exploratory grazing, frequently mouthing weeds and poisonous plants as well as grasses. But almost as soon as real 

grazing begins, foals show a distinct, learned ability to discriminate between good plants and bad. (One possible avenue 

for this imprinting in foals is the smell or taste of various plants in the feces of their dams. Foals regularly eat small 

amounts of their a behavior that had been explained in the past as a means to acquire the gut bacteria 

needed to digest cellulose. Although this idea of imprinting through coprophagy is speculative, observations of mares 

and foals do suggest that foals are not acquiring their food preferences by watching what their mothers eat; many foals 

were observed never to graze close enough to their mothers to see which plants they were choosing.)
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